
     

 
 

   

 
          

It takes courage to grow up 
and become who you truly are. 

~ E.E. Cummings ~ 

          
This month's theme is:  

INDEPENDENCE, COURAGE OF YOUR CONVICTIONS  
& OVERCOMING FEAR OF NEW BEGINNINGS!  

As represented by ARIES, MARS  and 1st  House.  
         
You are blessed to be awake throughout your own rebirth! We just finished Pisces, 12th House, 
completion (of a major cycle for all of us) and moved into Spring, Aries, 1st House to begin again a 
new yearly cycle. You are in a unique position of being able to CHOOSE how you'd like to develop (as 
the new born baby you are). You are at the beginning, writing a whole new story - of NOW. 
     
It is time to connect to your desire nature. What do you want more than anything else at this time? 
This Aries energy gives us the blessing of blind faith. Babies never question whether they will be fed or 
not, they simple ask (vocalizing the only way they know how). If you want something ENOUGH, you 
will attract it in (for better or worse). 
     
The challenge of connecting to your desire nature, is that blockages or delays may provoke your 
temper, especially if you are an Aries or have it strongly placed in your chart. That is the childish, 
tantrum response to obstacles in your Path. It is better to convert that very same energy into useful 
fuel that propels you onward and upward. When you give in to petty distractions, you give away your 
power. Time is of the essence and you cannot afford to waste it. This is a time you may "feel" you need 
or want help from others, however, it is unlikely help will come except from within your own Being 
and when you call on your Invisible Help (angels, elementals, guides, ancestors etc). The challenges 
and blessings you are attracting in to your life are specifically designed (at this time) to further mold 
and shape WHO YOU ARE! 
     
To be effective, you have to consciously direct the current energy - give it something to DO!! There is a 
laundry list of things that need your attention at this time so try to create a schedule. Don't be too 
rigid, but always remember to prioritize and be consistent to ensure results. Consciously directed, this 
can be a powerful energy for creating momentum at this time. The momentum created, you will 
GROUND when next month when Taurus energy is activated. 
      
Right now - you want to be open to new ideas (overcome fear of new beginnings); be open to what 
feels right deep in your soul (courage of your convictions); and choose to live in a new, more self-
sufficient way (independence). You can have ANYTHING you want if you are willing to be responsible 
for creating it ... and then nurturing it once you have initiated it and brought it in to being. Ultimately, 
this energy reveals LEADERS and those whose passions run deep enough to fuel that challenging, yet 
necessary, forward movement. This energy requires faith, risk and courage to accomplish the task at 
hand. 
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